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a b s t r a c t
A long-term monitoring program has been carried out since the early 1990s in the Mon-
dego estuary, on Portugal’s west coast, which is presently under heavy human pressure.
In this shallow warm-temperate estuary, a significant macroalgal proliferation has been
observed, which is a clear sign of nutrient enrichment. As a result of competition with
algae, the extension of the seagrass meadows (mainly Zostera noltii) has been reduced. The
present paper examined the applicability of a holistic Stochastic Dynamic Methodology
(StDM) in predicting the tendencies of trophic key-components (macrophytes, macroalgae,
benthic macroinvertebrate and wading birds) as a response to the changes in estuarine
environmental conditions. The StDM is a sequential modelling process developed in order
to predict the ecological status of changed ecosystems, from which management strategies
can be designed. The data used in the dynamic model construction included true gradi-
ents of environmental changes and was sampled from January 1993 to September 1995 and
from December 1998 to December 2005. The dynamic model developed was preceded by
a conventional multivariate statistical procedure performed to discriminate the significant
relationships between the selected ecological components. The model validation was based
on independent data collected from January 1996 to January 1997 and from February 1999 to
April 2000 for all the state variables considered. Overall, the simulation results are encour-
aging since they seem to demonstrate the StDM reliability in capturing the trophic dynamics
of the studied estuary, by predicting the behavioural pattern for the most part of the compo-nents selected, with a focus on the Zostera noltii meadows recovery after the implementation
of important management measures.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Likewise other coastal systems worldwide, the Mondego estu-
ary has been exhibiting clear evidence of eutrophication as
a result of nutrient loading from several industries and agri-
cultural run-off, mainly from rice fields (Marques et al., 2003;
Martins et al., 2001; Norkko et al., 2000; Wooldridge and
Callahan, 2000; Pardal et al., 2000, 2004; Cloern, 2001; Sfriso
et al., 2001; Cardoso et al., 2004a; Dolbeth et al., 2003; Ferreira
et al., 2004). As a result of competition with algae, the exten-
sion of the seagrass meadows (mainly Zostera noltii) has been
reduced, which caused a shift in primary producers (Dolbeth
et al., 2003; Cardoso et al., 2004a) and changes in the energy
flow at the secondary and tertiary levels, including the upper
trophic level organisms dominated by wading birds (Cabral et
al., 1999; Lopes et al., 2002). As a consequence of the eutroph-
ication process, the seagrass bed (Z. noltii) of Mondego estuary
has almost disappeared, reducing in extent from 15ha in the
early 1980s to 0.02ha in themid-1990s (e.g. Dolbeth et al., 2003;
Marques et al., 2003; Pardal et al., 2004; Lillebø et al., 2005).
The Mondego estuary is warm-temperate in a region with a
basic Mediterranean climate. The terminal part of the estu-
ary consists of two arms, north and south, that surround the
Murraceira island (Fig. 1). The two arms of the estuary are
hydrologically very different. The north arm is deeper, and
Fig. 1 – Location of the sampling areas in the south arm of
the Mondego estuary: (A) Zostera noltii meadows, (B)
intermediate area, and (C) most eutrophic area.2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
most of the fresh water discharge from the river flows through
it. The south arm is almost silted up in the upstream areas
and the water circulation in this arm is almost entirely due to
tides and to the freshwater input of a tributary, the Pranto river
(Fig. 1). In 1998, some mitigation measures were implemented
aiming the recover of the Z. noltii meadows. The hydraulic
regime was improved on the south arm riverhead by enlarg-
ing the connection between the two arms, allowing water to
flow from the north arm at all high tide situations. Addition-
ally, nutrient loadings from upstream agricultural areas were
minimised due to better management and appropriate sluice
handling (Lillebø et al., 2005).
The most popular tools to assess how anthropogenic envi-
ronmental changes will affect the abundance and richness
of species in disturbed communities have been biological
indices, which reduce the dimensionality of complex ecologi-
cal data sets to a single univariate statistic and/or ordination
methods (Kareiva et al., 1993; Andreasen et al., 2001; Pardal et
al., 2004). Nevertheless, when a time factor is present within
the data, they are unable to estimate, in a comprehensible
way, the structural changes when the habitat conditions are
substantially changing (Jørgensen and Bernardi, 1997; Pardal
et al., 2004). Therefore, ecological integrity studies have been
improved by creating dynamic models that simultaneously
attempt to capture the structure and the composition in
systems affected by long-term environmental disturbances
(Jørgensen, 1994; Costanza and Voinov, 2001; Chaloupka, 2002;
Santos and Cabral, 2003; Cabecinha et al., 2004; Silva-Santos et
al., 2006). We learned that development of ecological models
requires a consistent knowledge of the functioning of ecosys-
tems (Jørgensen, 1994). When properly developed and tested,
they must be applied with insight and with regard to their
underlying assumptions. These requirements could result in
models capable of simulating conditions that are difficult or
impossible to understand otherwise. Nevertheless, we are
still facing serious problems in ecological modelling, namely
because basic deficiencies exist in ecosystem science. In a
reductionistic analytical perspective, the parameter estima-
tion is often the weakest point in modelling (Jørgensen, 1999).
This results from the evidence that the characterization of an
ecosystem cannot be complete.
Management of coastal and estuarine systems has an
increasing need for tools capable to relate environmental vari-
ables and system parameters with external factors that affect
those systems. The application of ecological modelling syn-
thesizes the pieces of ecological knowledge, emphasizing the
need for a holistic view of a certain environmental problem
(Brosse et al., 2001; Cabral et al., 2001; Jørgensen, 2001; Voinov
et al., 2001; Santos and Cabral, 2003; Cabecinha et al., 2004;
Silva-Santos et al., 2006). Since many of the ecosystem phe-
nomenological aspects are holistic, whole-system properties,
the main vocation of the Stochastic Dynamic Methodology
(StDM) recently developed is a mechanistic understanding of
the holistic ecological processes, based on a statistical param-
eter estimation method (Santos and Cabral, 2003; Cabecinha
et al., 2004; Silva-Santos et al., 2006). Our own recent research
is based on the premise that the general statistical patterns
of ecological phenomena are emergent indicia of complex
ecological processes that do indeed reflect the operation of
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odelling process developed in order to predict the ecolog-
cal status of changed ecosystems, from which management
trategies can be designed. This methodology was success-
ully tested in several types of ecological systems, such as
ountain running waters (Cabecinha et al., 2004), mediter-
anean agroecosystems (Santos and Cabral, 2003; Cabral et al.,
007), estuaries (Silva-Santos et al., 2006), and for simulating
he impact of socio-economic trends on threatened species
Santos et al., 2007).
In a preliminary deterministic approach, we developed a
tDM model to validate simulations of trophic interactions
etween some relevant biological components (primary pro-
ucers, benthic macroinvertebrates and wading birds) and
hysicochemical conditions in an estuarine eutrophication
cenario (Silva-Santos et al., 2006). Although these simulations
re encouraging, we believe that our present proposal will
rovide the development of a true management tool, namely
aking into account stochastic/random phenomena that char-
cterize the real ecological processes (Van der Meer et al.,
996). Therefore, as an improvement of our previous work,
he main objectives of this paper includes not only the valida-
ion but also the demonstration of the applicability of StDM in
he scope of the ecological monitoring and management car-
ied out in the Mondego estuary. The hypotheses to be tested
ere: (1) that changes on model construction and conceptu-
lisation, relatively to our previous work (Silva-Santos et al.,
006), increases the accuracy of simulations produced by the
tDM and (2) that the stochastic simulation results can be
sed to help management decisions by predicting the ecologi-
al recovery patterns in the Mondego estuary as consequence
f the measures implemented in the last years (Lillebø et al.,
005).
. Materials and methods
.1. Study site description
he Mondego estuary (Western Portugal) is 7 km long and
–3km wide, covers an area of 1072ha and consists of two
ifferent arms, north and south, separated by an alluvium-
ormed island (Murraceira Island) (Fig. 1). The construction
f harbour facilities has imposed severe changes of this
cosystem since the 1930s, particularly the construction of
tonewalls to regulate the main navigation channels and the
onstruction of small water reservoirs for agriculture and
quacultures purposes.
Two main different types of communities were identified
n the south arm mudflats (Pardal et al., 2000, 2004; Dolbeth et
l., 2003): (1) Z. noltii meadows in downstream areas where the
utrient concentration is lower (Fig. 1, areaA). Thesemeadows
ave adiversifiedmacroinvertebrate assemblagewhereHydro-
ia ulvae represent about 75% of the total yearly production
Dolbeth et al., 2003); (2) an Enteromorpha dominant commu-
ity, with the main presence of Cyathura carinata populations,
s found in the upstream areas with lower salinity values and
igher nutrient concentration in water (Fig. 1, area C). A third
rea was considered as an intermediate situation (Fig. 1, area
), in terms of nutrient enrichment, to complete the spatial
radient of eutrophication in theMondego estuary (Marques et0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 379
al., 2003;Dolbeth et al., 2003; Pardal et al., 2000, 2004). Sampling
occurred in these three areas of the south arm (Fig. 1) where,
until 1998, water circulation was dependent on tidal activity
and on the freshwater input from a tributary, the Pranto River,
with the hydrologic flows controlled by a sluice (Fig. 1) and
regulated according to the water needs in rice fields in the
Mondego valley (Flindt et al., 1997; Pardal et al., 2000; Dolbeth
et al., 2003). The freshwater discharge proceeding from the
Pranto into the south arm represented an important source
of nutrients into the south arm due to fertilizers used in the
rice crops (Flindt et al., 1997; Pardal et al., 2000). Although a
large part of the south arm intertidal area still remains more
or less unchanged, macroalgae blooms have been regularly
observed over the last two decades, leading the system under
environmental stress by eutrophication processes (Pardal et
al., 2000; Dolbeth et al., 2003, 2005; Patrı´cio et al., 2004; Lillebø
et al., 2005). Aprevious study, conductedbyMartins et al. (2001)
between January 1993 and January 1997, concluded that hydro-
dynamics was a major factor controlling macroalgal biomass
in the Mondego estuary, which in turn depends on weather
conditions (namely dry or wet situations) and river manage-
ment practices according to the water requirements of the
upstream rice crop to avoid fields being water-deficient or
flooded.
2.2. Monitoring program
In the Mondego estuary, a long-term monitoring program has
been carried out since the early 1990s by a research team
of IMAR-Institute with respect to: (a) environmental factors,
namely inorganic nutrient concentrations in the water col-
umn (Flindt et al., 1997; Pardal et al., 2000; Martins et al., 2001);
(b) biomass variation and productivity of benthic primary pro-
ducers (Pardal et al., 2000; Cardoso et al., 2002, 2004b; Ferreira
et al., 2004; Dolbeth et al., 2005); (c) seasonal and inter-annual
variation of wading birds (Mu´rias et al., 1996, 1997; Lopes et
al., 2005); (d) impacts of macroalgae blooms on macrofaunal
communities and waders (Mu´rias et al., 1996; Martins et al.,
1997; Cabral et al., 1999; Lillebø et al., 1999; Pardal et al., 2000;
Lopes et al., 2005).
Physicochemical factors of water and sediments, macro-
phytes, macroalgae and benthic macroinvertebrates were
monitored in three different periods: (a) every 2 weeks from
January 1993 to December 1994 and then monthly until
September 1995 at three different study areas established
along the spatial gradient described for the south arm of the
Mondego estuary (Fig. 1A–C); (b) monthly from January 1996 to
January 1997; (c) fromDecember 1998 toDecember 2005 only in
areasAandC. Theunits of primaryproducers andmacroinver-
tebrate biomass were expressed in grams (ash free dry weight,
AFDW) per square meters. The counts of feeding wading birds
were carried out fortnightly, in low and high tides, from Octo-
ber 1993 toMay 1995 (Mu´rias et al., 1997; Cabral et al., 1999) and
monthly from January 1996 to June 2002 only during the low
tides (Lopes et al., 2002, 2005). Several studies inMondegoestu-
ary suggested that these trophic levels used into the model
construction have characteristics that justify their relevance
as ecological indicators: (1) they usually occur in high densi-
ties/biomass in the studied areas, (2) they provide cheap and
easy measurements if standard methodologies are applied,
ing 2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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Water temperature ◦C TEMP
Dependent variables
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macroalgae
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Biomass of Zostera noltii gm−2 AFDW ZOST
Biomass of Hydrobia ulvae gm−2 AFDW HYD
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(3) they are sensitive to environmental changes, (4) several
species were studied intensively with regard to their natural
variation, (5) for many species, demography, behaviour, distri-
bution andphenology are connectedwith seasonal and spatial
changes through gradients of estuarine eutrophication, and (6)
they have the capacity for population recovery in response to
goodmanagement procedures (Cabral et al., 2001; Kamer et al.,
2001; Cardoso et al., 2002, 2004a; Lopes et al., 2002; Marques et
al., 2002; Dolbeth et al., 2003).
2.3. Statistical analysis and modelling procedures
A stepwise multiple regression analysis (Zar, 1996) was used
to test relationships between biological metrics and the envi-
ronmental variables. The dependent variables, selected as
representative of the estuarine trophic chain, were: (a) the
total biomass of the green macroalgae, (b) the biomass of
Z. noltii, (c) the biomass of two key-species of the macroin-
vertebrate community (H. ulvae and C. carinata) and (d) the
number of species and number of individuals of feeding
waders. From a bottom up perspective, each living compo-
nent interacts with other living components (e.g., competition
and predation interactions) and non-living features of their
shared habitat. A step down procedure was used to test the
effect of each variable in the presence of all other pertinent
variables, with the least significant variable being removed
at every step. The analysis stopped when all the remaining
variables had a significant level P<0.05 (Zar, 1996). This pro-
cedure gives realism to the trophic interactions considered
by incorporating into the model a typical “cascade effect”
observed in the dynamic of these communities (Cabral et al.,
1999; Dolbeth et al., 2003, 2005; Ferreira et al., 2004; Silva-
Santos et al., 2006). In fact, nutrient-stimulated macroalgal
matsmaydetermine severe effects onmacrophyte-dominated
systems. For instance on the success of predaceous macroin-
vertebrate feeding on infaunal communities, the efficiency of
shorebirds seeking prey on marsh mudflats, and many oth-
ers upwardly cascading effects (Cabral et al., 1999; Lopes et
al., 2000; Valiela et al., 2004). Therefore, in order to simplify
the model structure, only the main trophic key-components
were introduced as representative ecological indicators, but
which obviously could be complemented by other relevant
state variables or other dynamic variables in further appli-
cations. The specifications of all variables considered are
indicated in Table 1. Although the lack of normality distri-
bution of the dependent variables was not solved by any
transformation (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), the linearity and
the homoscedasticity of the residuals were achieved by using
logarithmic transformations (X′ = log[X+1]) in each side of
the equation, i.e., on both the dependent and independent
variables (Zar, 1996; Podani, 2000). The lack of substantial
intercorrelation among independent variables was confirmed
by the inspection of the respective tolerance values. All the
statistical analysis was carried out using the software SYS-
TAT 8.0®. Since this statistical procedure was based on a
database, resulting from long-term monitoring of Mondego
estuary, that include true gradients of environmental and bio-
logical characteristics, over space and time, the significant
partial regression coefficients were assumed as relevant holis-
tic ecological parameters in the dynamic model construction.Biomass of Cyathura carinata gm AFDW CYAT
Total number of birds No. of individuals TBIRD
Number of birds species No. of species SPBIRD
This is the heart of the philosophy of the StDM. In a holis-
tic perspective, the partial regression coefficients represent
the global influence of the environmental and trophic vari-
ables selected, which are of significant importance on several
complex ecological processes. Yet, the latterwere not included
explicitly in the model, but were related to the state variables
under consideration. Such procedure was based on data from
January 1993 to September 1995 at the three study areas and
June 2000 to December 2005 only in areas A and C (Fig. 1),
excepting wading birds counts carried out fortnightly from
October 1993 to May 1995 and June 2000 to June 2002 along
the entire south arm. To develop the dynamic model we used
STELLA 8.1.1®.
For validation purposes, biological and physicochemical
data, from two independent periods, from January 1996 to Jan-
uary 1997 and from February 1999 to April 2000, were used to
confront the simulated values of a given state variable with
the real values of the same component. A regression analy-
sis (MODEL II) was performed to compare the observed real
values of the selected trophic components with the expected
values obtained by model simulations for the same periods.
At the end of each analysis, the 95% confidence limits for the
intercept and the slope of the regression line were determined
which, together with the results of the respective analysis of
variance (ANOVA), allowed to assess the proximity of the sim-
ulations produced with the observed values (Sokal and Rohlf,
1995). When the results of the regression analysis were sta-
tistically significant, i.e., when the intercept of the regression
linewas not statistically different from0 and the slopewas not
statistically different from 1, the model simulations were con-
sidered validated (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995; Oberdorf et al., 2001).
When the validation procedure was not possible (e.g., obser-




























































of all state variables, indicated in Appendix A (process equa-ecolog ical modell in
f Z. noltii biomass in area C), the percentage of coincidence
etween simulated and observed points was calculated. For
he same state variables and study period, the progress of the
imulations performance were evaluated by comparing the
ODEL II regression analysis results between the two model
ersions, the present version and the version from our previ-
us work (Silva-Santos et al., 2006).
After the validation procedures, the trends of each selected
tate variable were simulated facing real scenarios of envi-
onmental management in the Mondego estuary. These
imulations were based on stochastic principles taking into
onsideration the random behaviour of some environmental
ariableswith influenceon the studied ecological phenomena.
he limit values of environmental variables were determined,
rom the period between January 1993 and February 2006,
o discriminate the maximum and minimum values of each
tochastic environmental variable, included in the model as a
ANDOM function (Appendix A, other functions). Thus, the
odel is prepared to work with table functions for valida-
ion purposes (Validation Mode) and to produce stochastic
imulations based on the monthly stochastic variability of
ach environmental variable (Random Mode). The selection
f the model working mode is done by switching the toggle
ption between 0 and 1 for validation or stochastic calcula-
ions, respectively.
The stochastic scenario considered, for academic demon-
tration purposes, was based on a possible temporal
uccession of environmental conditions in the Mondego estu-
ry as result of the mitigation measures implemented since
998 (described in Section 1). These measures aimed to con-
rol the anomalous nutrient enrichment of the south arm,
llowing the recovery of the seagrass (Z. noltii) biomass. The
otable reduction of the ammonia concentration in water col-
mn and the gradual recovery of the seagrass meadows are
he most important consequences of such measures (Lillebø
t al., 2005). Therefore, the real data for ammonia concentra-
ions and Z. noltii biomass were plotted for the periods before
1993–1997) and after (1998–2002) the implementation of the
itigation measures in order to calculate their decreasing
nd increasing rates, respectively. The slope of the respec-
ive regression lines was assumed as the temporal rate for
ach trend. The following two steps of estuarine environ-
ental changes were adopted through a simulation period
f 12 years: (1) the progressive eutrophication of the Mon-
ego estuary occurs in the first 4 years due to the high
alues of nutrient loading, and, when the mitigation option
s activated (Appendix A, other functions); (2) the implemen-
ation of mitigation measures, which allow a gradual water
uality recovery, is simulated during the last 8 years. For
he step 2, the results of the management actions (similar
o those recorded since 1998) were simulated, particularly
egarding the progressive decrease of ammonia concentra-
ion in water. The rate of this trend was introduced into the
odel as a RAMP function (Appendix A, other functions).
he stochastic simulations were determined by RANDOM
unctions, with a monthly variation, taking into account the
aximum and minimum limits for each environmental vari-
ble considered (Appendix A, other functions). For graphical
epresentations, 10 stochastic simulations were carried out
or the simulation period and the average tendencies were0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 381
calculated for all the six state variables considered in this
study.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Determining the cause–effect relationships
between trophic components
In the StDM, a stepwise multiple-regression analysis was used
to search for significant correlations between biological and
environmental variables of the three areas used in the model
construction. The datasets used for upgrading the model con-
struction were substantially increased when compared with
our initial version (Silva-Santos et al., 2006). In fact, the new
data from 1998 to 2005 gives more robustness and realism to
the calculations of the significant relationships between the
selected trophic components. The first trophic level (primary
producers) was affected by several physicochemical param-
eters (Table 2). Significant negative correlations were also
detected between Z. noltii (ZOST) and Total Green Macroal-
gae (TGM) biomass, which revealed either different spatial
habitat occurrences or some degree of competition between
these two autotrophic components. Physicochemical and pri-
mary producers’ biomass seemed to be the main influencing
factors on the second trophic level biomass tendencies repre-
sented by H. ulvae (HYD) and C. carinata (CYAT) (Table 2). The
upper trophic level, represented by the number of wading bird
species (SPBIRD) and total abundance of wading bird individu-
als (TBIRD) was influenced by the preceding levels, concretely
by H. ulvae and Z. noltii biomass for SPBIRD and total of green
macroalgae biomass for TBIRD (Table 2). In fact, some stud-
ies reveal H. ulvae as an important prey item in waders’ diet
(e.g. Raffaelli andMilne, 1987;Mu´rias et al., 2002). The negative
influence of green macroalgae biomass on the abundance of
feeding wading birds (TBIRD) corroborates other conventional
studies in the Mondego estuary that have come to similar
results (e.g. Cabral et al., 1999; Lopes et al., 2006; Mu´rias et
al., 1996, 2005). Photoperiod is a well-known factor that deter-
mines wader migrations and naturally appears in our model
negatively related with SPBIRD and TBIRD. All the biological
and physicochemical significant influences are expressed in
Table 2.
3.2. Conceptualisation of the model and equations
The diagram of the model presented in Fig. 2 is based on the
relationships detected inmultiple regression analysis (Table 2)
and on existing relevant regional data sets. Therefore, the
model includes the following six state variables: two related
to the primary producers biomass, two related to the macroin-
vertebrate biomass and two related to thewading bird number
of individuals and species, respectively (Fig. 2). Since differ-
ence equations that describe the processes affecting the state
variables are expressed in a logarithm of the biological vari-
ables (Appendix A, state variable equations), the initial valuestions), are expressed in a logarithm of the respective units.
Later, for validation purposes, the initial value (January 1996
and February 1999) was discarded, since only in t1 (first point
382 ecolog ical modell ing 2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
Table 2 – The regression equations for dry (D) and rainy (R) months, degrees of freedom (d.f.), coefficient of determination
(R2), F-value and their significance level (***P<0.001) for all the variables combination selected as significant by stepwise
multiple regression
Equations D or W months d.f. R2 F
logTGM=−15.646+2.911(log PHOTPER)−0.410(logTIMERES)
+ 0.894(logO2) + 7.155(logpH)−3.292(logNTA) + 1.740(logNH4)
+ 0.855(logOM)−0.252(logZOST)
D 170 0.362 12.079***
logTGM=−15.443+0.567(logCPREC) + 4.957(log PHOTPER)
+ 0.885(logOM)−0.185(logZOST)
W 73 0.403 12.307***
logZOST=−6.658−19.424(logSUB) + 7.451(logpH)−
1.949(logNH4) + 1.998(logOM)−0.482(logTGM)
D 173 0.406 23.666***
logZOST=−12.902−31.048(logSUB) + 16.003(logpH)−
27.152(logNTI)−0.538(logTGM)
W 73 0.443 14.511***
logHYD=−0.372+0.961(logTEMP)−9.474(logSUB)
+ 27.944(logNTI) + 0.132(logTGM)+0.436(logZOST)
D 172 0.536 39.739***
logHYD=−0.242+1.240(logOM)+0.399(logZOST) W 75 0.627 63.150***
logCYAT=0.678+17.783(logSUB)−0.475(logTIMERES)
+ 4.119(log P)−7.700(logNTI) + 0.581(logSILIC)−0.709(logOM)
D 127 0.794 81.391***
logCYAT=−0.524−0.207(logCPREC) + 17.561(LogSUB) + 0.656(logO2)−
0.246(logSALIN) + 0.095(logTGM)
W 52 0.800 41.563***
log SPBIRD=4.073+0.070(logZOST)−0.140(logHYD)−1.036(log PHOTPER) – 79 0.317 12.199***
logTBIRD=15.008−0.248(logTGM)−4.201(log PHOTPER) – 80 0.554 49.621***The specification of all variable codes is expressed in Table 1.
of the simulation) it was possible to take into account the
influences of the environmental variables, whose seasonal
fluctuationswere introduced into themodel as table functions
(Appendix A, table functions). Since primary production and
associated benthic fauna largely depends on weather condi-
tions (especially precipitation) (Martins et al., 2001; Cardoso
et al., 2005; Verdelhos et al., 2005) two different comple-
mentary equations were calculated for each one of these
components depending on the month categories, i.e., if dry
or wet months. This categorization was determined by com-
paring monthly cumulative precipitations with the reference
historical values of monthly precipitation obtained from the
period between 1961 and 1990 (Portuguese Weather Institute,
http://web.meteo.pt/pt/clima/clima.jsp).
Consequently, the simulation performance of a given state
variable results from the calculations of two alternative equa-
tions automatically selected in response to the monthly
precipitation influence (Fig. 2, Table 2 and Appendix A, state
variable equations). The inflows affecting the ecological state
variables were based on the positive constants and all positive
partial coefficients of each variable resulting from the previ-
ous multiple regression analysis (Fig. 2, Table 2 and Appendix
A, state variable and process equations). Total green macroal-
gae, Z. noltii, H. ulvae and C. carinata biomass were affected
by two inflows corresponding to the conditions of dry or wet
months (TGM gains Dry, TGM gains Wet, ZOST gains Dry,
ZOST gains Wet, HYD gains Dry, HYD gains Wet, CYAT gains
Dry, CYAT gains Wet). Using the same criteria, each one of
these state variables was affected by two outflows related
to the negative constants and partial regression coefficients
(Fig. 2, Table 2 and Appendix A, state variable and process
equations) (TGM losses Dry, TGM losses Wet, ZOST losses
Dry, ZOST losses Wet, CYAT losses Dry, CYAT losses Wet).
The rate of the biological decay of Z. noltii biomass, observed
before the implementation of the mitigation measures, wasassumed as an outflow in the respective state variable using a
RAMP function controlled automatically by the physicochem-
ical characteristics related with the water eutrophic status
(in this case by the values of ammonia concentrations in
water column) (Fig. 2 and Appendix A, other functions). As
shown previously (Raffaelli et al., 1989; Mu´rias et al., 1996),
changes in numbers of feeding wading birds in response to
short-term variations of local eutrophication and weather
conditions occurs in the medium to long-term, thus proceed-
ing in parallel with the slow changes in the densities and
structure of the prey populations. Viewed in this light, the
two state variables related with waders were affected only
by an inflow and an outflow (SPBIRD gains vs. SPBIRD losses
and TBIRD gains vs. TBIRD losses, respectively) without the
alternative switch in response to the “instantaneous” effect of
precipitation. Although biomass output for each metric in our
StDM model simulation is composed of a given value per time
unit, the respective state variable might have a cumulating
behaviour over time in response to environmental condition
changes. Therefore, to prevent this from happening, six out-
flowadjustmentswere incorporated in themodel (TGMadjust,
ZOST adjust, HYD adjust, CYAT adjust, SPBIRD adjust and
TBIRD adjust) aiming to empty the state variables at each
time step, by a “flushing cistern mechanism”, before begin-
ning the next step with new environmental influences (Fig. 2
and Appendix A, state variable and process equations). For
process compatibilities and a more realistic comprehension
of the model simulations, some conversions were introduced,
denominated associated variables (Fig. 2 and Appendix A,
associated variables). Regarding biological variables, these
conversions were obtained through an inverse transformation
(anti-logarithmic), which transforms logarithms into the orig-
inal measurement units (TGM, ZOST, HYD, CYAT, SPBIRD and
TBIRD). The physicochemical variables were logarithm trans-
formed for a compatible integration in thebalances of the state
ecolog ical modell ing 2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 383
Fig. 2 – Conceptual diagram of the model used to predict the trophic drifts produced by gradients of changes of the
environmental variables from the studied areas in the south arm of the Mondego estuary. The pyramidal boxes represent
















tariables (Fig. 2 and Appendix A, associated variables). This
ransformation was incorporated because the data required
or the state variables balances should have the same units
sed to obtain the partial regression coefficients, assumed
s holistic ecological parameters (see Section 2). Therefore,
nly logarithms of the physicochemical variables are accept-
ble in the inflows and outflows of the state variables (Fig. 2,
able 2 and Appendix A, state variable and process equations)
eing the model prepared for receiving and transforming real
ata from the environmental variables and to convert loga-
ithmic outputs from state variables simulations into original
nits. Medium substrate grain size (SUB) in each sampling
rea was assumed as static, without any variation during the
imulated period, and, therefore, were introduced as environ-
ental constant (AppendixA, constants). Thewater residence
ime (TIMERES—time needed to renovate 90% of a certain ini-tial volume of water) of the south arm is influenced both
by precipitation and by water discharges from the Pranto
river depending on the water needs in rice fields of the Mon-
dego Valley. Neto (2004) estimated the water residence time
(TIMERES) for three different levels of sluice discharges from
the Pranto river: minimum discharge (MinTIMERES, 52.8h for
area A and 146h for area C), intermediate discharge (Int-
TIMERES, 26.4h for area A and 30h for area C) and maximum
discharge (MaxTIMERES, 19.2h for area A and 20h for area
C). For simulations purposes, these values of water resi-
dence time were automatically generated taking into account
the precipitation values and the agricultural calendar (Fig. 3
and Appendix A, other functions). When the monthly cumu-
lative precipitations exceed the respective historical value,
the model assumes the lower water residence time for each
area.
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Fig. 3 – Conceptual diagrams of the sub-models used to generate monthly stochastic calculations from the environmental
and hydraulic data incorporated into the model: (A) the standard diagram used for all the sub-models of physicochemical
stochastic influences (NH4, O2, NTA, NTI, OM, pH, P, SALIN, SILIC and TEMP). For illustration purposes, the diagram for the
NH4 sub-model is shown as an example; (B) the diagram used for TIMERES calculations; (C) the diagram used for monthly

















vecolog ical modell in
.3. Model simulations
he temporal unit chosen was the month, because it captures
n an acceptable way the average ecological variations that
ccur in the Mondego estuary. Simulations were performed
n two different periods: from January 1996 to January 1997
nd from February 1999 to April 2000. Since the values of the
rst month for each period were used as initial values (t0),
he simulations started effectively in February 1996 and March
999.Fig. 4 illustrates the confrontation between simulated and
he real values for all the biological variables under consider-
tion. The data sets from the sampling campaigns carried out
n the last years allowed us to compare values for primary pro-
ig. 4 – Graphical comparisons between simulations obtained in
imulations obtained in the present work (solid line) and observ
GM, ZOST, HYD, CYAT, TBIRD and SPBIRD. A and C are the two
alidation purposes. The specification of these variable codes is0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 385
ducers in areas A and C, for benthic macroinvertebrates (only
in area C) and for wading birds in the whole south arm of
Mondego estuary. The model predicts with success four of the
eight simulations performed. In fact, the behaviour of the total
green macroalgae (TGM) and Z. noltii (ZOST) biomass in area
A, the number of bird species (SPBIRD) and the total number
of birds (TBIRD) in the entire south arm (Fig. 4) were statisti-
cally validated by the MODEL II regression analysis (Table 3).
Despite the non-significant results for the remain simula-
tions, we could easily recognize logic behavioural patterns for
total green macroalgae biomass (TGM) and H. ulvae biomass
in area C (Fig. 4 and Table 3) and a seasonal stable pattern for
C. carinata biomass (Fig. 4) consistent with the observed on
populations at the south of Europe (Bamber, 1985; Sola and
our previous work Silva-Santos et al. (2006) (dashed line),
ed values (solid line with dots) of the biological variables
sampling areas, from which the available data is used for
expressed in Table 1.
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Table 3 – Regression analysis (MODEL II) results: intercepts, slopes and respective 95% confidence limits (in parentheses),
degrees of freedom (d.f.), coefficient of determination (R2), F-value and their significance level (*P<0.05; ***P<0.001) for all
the observed vs. expected values of the biological variables considered
Metrics Station Intercept Slope d.f. R2 F
TGM A −1.10 (−3.23 to 0.37) 0.70 (0.37–1.17) 25 0.3772 14.534***
TGM C −4.51 (0.88–10.13) 2.09 (−2.68 to 0.33) 25 0.0019 0.045 (n.s.)
ZOST A 27.66 (−23.62 to 42.14) 1.35 (0.60–4.00) 25 0.2167 6.638*
HYD C 0.34 (−4.70 to 1.42) 0.53 (−0.41 to 4.93) 25 0.0492 1.241 (n.s.)
CYAT C 28.95 (−5.27 to 11.54) −2.25 (−0.22 to 1.75) 25 0.0111 0.271 (n.s.)
TBIRD Entire south arm 194.48 (−227.62 to 489.79) 0.98 (0.68–1.41) 25 0.5858 33.945***
SPBIRD Entire south arm −32.15 (−1634.70 to −8.20)
n.s.: not significant. The specification of all variable codes is expressed in
Fig. 5 – Computer simulations for the biological variables estima
management practices (through a period of 12 years). The line co4.16 (1.99–149.19) 25 0.1508 4.261*
Table 1.
ted responses with and without the implementation of
nnects the average values of monthly simulations.
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drzubialde, 1993; Marques et al., 1994; Ferreira et al., 2004).
ince it was not possible validated the simulations produced
or Z. noltii biomass (ZOST) in area C, the performance was
mpirically assessed by the inspection of the degree of coin-
idence between simulated and observed values. From a total
f 26 points (months) simulated, 19 were coincident with real
ata, which represents 73.1% of coincidence. Moreover, 23.1%(6 points) and 3.8% (1 point) of the simulated points for Z.
noltiibiomass (ZOST) in areaC represents very small deviations
from the real values (0 gm−2), 1 gm−2 and 3gm−2 respectively,
which had almost no biological relevance in practical terms.
Therefore, the model reacted in a differentiated way between
area A, with favourable conditions for Z. noltii occurrence in
high biomass values, and area C, where the conditions needed
ing388 ecolog ical modell
for the establishment of a community of Z. noltii were deficient
(Pardal et al., 2000; Martins et al., 2001) (Fig. 4). Overall, com-
paring with our previous work (Silva-Santos et al., 2006), for
the same validation periods, the performance of the present
simulation results shows more realism in capturing either:
(1) the behavioural patterns of the state variables, in general
with higher statistical significance or degree of coincidence
between simulated and observed values; or (2) the mecha-
nisms of underlying ecological “cascade” processes (Fig. 2 and
Fig. 4).
The ecological indicators under consideration were moni-
tored for ecosystem health assessments in the south arm of
the Mondego estuary, specially focused in the Z. noltii beds
(Pardal et al., 2000; Cardoso et al., 2002, 2004b; Ferreira et al.,
2004; Dolbeth et al., 2005). In this scope, some mitigation mea-
sures were implemented since 1998: (1) the water circulation
was partially re-established allowing freshwater inputs from
the north arm through overflow episodes favouring nutrients
dilution (e.g. ammonia concentrations decrease) and (2) the
nutrient loadings were reduced by correcting the inappropri-
ate sluice handling and fertilisers overloading (Lillebø et al.,
2005; Verdelhos et al., 2005).
After the validation procedures, StDM simulations (Fig. 5)
were used to test the model’s performance in area A and C of
the south arm, facing the scenarios of mitigation described.
The model simulations showed credible trends for Z. noltii
biomass responses before and after the implementation of the
mitigation measures (Fig. 5). In fact, the decrease in ammo-
nia concentrations, a confirmed result from those measures,
induces a moderately recover in Z. noltii biomass concomitant
with a slowly decrease inmacroalgae biomass in areaA (Fig. 5),
with rates very similar to the real recovery rates described by
Lillebø et al. (2005). These simulations are, however, less opti-
mistic than the empiric projections discussed by Neto (2004)
suggesting that Z. noltii meadows will recover the condition
shown in 1993 in 7–8 years after the management actions
implemented in the south arm. On the other hand, the sce-
narios without the implementation of management actions
shows a progressively decay of Z. noltii biomass (Fig. 5) with a
pattern and rate that matching the trends recorded by Lillebø
et al. (2005) before 1998. Independently to the scenario options,
our simulations show that there areno conditions to the estab-
lishment of viable Z. noltii beds in area C (Fig. 5), maybe as a
consequence of an unpropitious sedimentary dynamics. With
regard to the two key-species from themacroinvertebrate ben-
thic community and the specific richness and abundance of
waders the trends simulated (Fig. 5) suggests that those groups
are relatively resilient to the eutrophication levels recorded in
the Mondego estuary and/or that the respective recovery, in
response to the implementation of management measures,
occurs in themedium to long-term, namely because the recov-
ery rates are normally significantly lower then the degradation
rates. Several works confirmed such evidences (Mu´rias et al.,
1996; Beisner et al., 2003; Lillebø et al., 2005; Lopes et al., 2005).
In monitoring and management programs, the construc-
tion of predictive tools for ecological management, namely
in terms of cost and speed of reliable assessment results,
is crucial. Dzˇeroski et al. (1997) referred that models pro-
duced in the form of rules, based on machine learning
approaches, are transparent and can be easily understood2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
by experts. The StDM exhibits these structural qualities
but provides also simple, suitable and intuitive outputs,
easily interpreted by non-experts (ranging from resource
users to senior policy makers). Although structurally sim-
ple, our StDM model captures the stochastic complexity
of some holistic ecological trends, including true tem-
poral and spatial gradients of stochastic environmental
characteristics, which allowed the simulation of struc-
tural changes when habitat and environmental conditions
are substantially changing due to anthropogenic-induced
alterations.
When compared to other modelling methodologies, such
as Artificial Intelligence (Walley and Dzˇeroski, 1995; Dzˇeroski
et al., 1997; Walley et al., 1998; Walley and Fontama, 2000;
Dzˇeroski et al., 2000; Broekhoven et al., 2006), the StDM
is more intuitive, namely in mathematical terms, providing
easy explanations for the underlying relations between inde-
pendent and dependent variables and because is based on
conventional linear methods that allowed a more direct devel-
opment of testable hypotheses (Manel et al., 1999).
Overall, the simulation results reflect well the shift of
the environmental characteristics towards known and new
expected conditions and the state variables are capable of
responding with credibility to key changes, capturing the
“trophic cascade” dynamics that typically occur in estuar-
ine ecosystems. As stated in our previous work (Silva-Santos
et al., 2006), the StDM model presented in this work is now
integrated, as an exploratory tool, in the Mondego estuary
management program, allowing the precise simulation of
more complicated scenarios, with introduction of new miti-
gation measures, interactions and interferences (such as land
use changes or ecosystems restoration) with precise applica-
bility conditions.
4. Conclusions
In the scope of the need for rapid, standardized and
cost-saving assessment methodologies (Pardal et al., 2004),
the main objective of the StDM approach proposed is a
mechanistic understanding of the main holistic ecological
dynamics resulting from a complex and variable eutrophica-
tion scenario. Our approach includes the interaction between
ecological key-components and environmental conditions,
with holistic and ecological relevance, from which manage-
ment strategies can be designed to restore estuarine biological
communities that have been damaged by the eutrophication
phenomena. This approach also provides a useful starting
point, allowing the precise development of more complicated
simulation models with the creation of estuarine habitat pat-
terns from changes at the landscape level, whose patterns are
the basis of spatially explicit ecological models (Costanza and
Voinov, 2003). This new step will include not only the trophic
interactions between key-components but also the spatial
configuration of the different kinds of natural and semi-
natural habitats that concur in sustaining the entire ecological
integrity of the studied region. Therefore,we believe that StDM
will provide the development of more global techniques in
the scope of this research area by creating expeditious inter-

















Pecolog ical modell in
he methodology more instructive and credible to decision-
akers and environmental managers (Costanza, 1992; Santos
nd Cabral, 2003).
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ppendix A
athematical equations used in STELLA for the trophic
elationships between the biological and the environmental
ariables. As an example, the environmental data of the sam-
ling area C (from January 1996 to January 1997) was used. The
pecification of all variable codes is expressed in Table 1.
tate variable equations
logCYAT(t) = logCYAT(t−dt) + (CYAT gains
Dry+CYAT gains Wet−CYAT losses Dry−CYAT
adjust−CYAT losses Wet) dt
logHYD(t) = logHYD(t−dt) + (HYD gains Dry+HYD
gains Wet−HYD adjust−HYD losses Dry−HYD
losses Wet) dt
log SPBIRD(t) = logSPBIRD(t−dt) + (SPBIRD
gains−SPBIRD losses−SPBIRD adjust) dt
logTBIRD(t) = logTBIRD(t−dt) + (TBIRD
gains−TBIRD losses−TBIRD adjust) dt
logTGM(t) = logTGM(t−dt) + (TGM gains Dry+TGM
gains Wet−ULV adjust−TGM losses Dry−TGM
losses Wet) dt
logZOST(t) = logZOST(t−dt) + (ZOST gains
Dry+ZOST gains Wet−ZOST losses Dry−ZOST
adjust−ZOST losses Wet−ZOST decay) dt
rocess equations
(a) logCYAT
Initial biomass of logCYAT=0.9841
CYAT gains Dry= if CPREC≤NPREC then
0.678+17.783 logSUB+4.119 log P+0.581 logSILIC
else 0
CYAT gains Wet= if CPREC>NPREC then
17.561 logSUB+0.656 logO2+0.095 logTGM else 0
CYAT losses Dry= if CPREC≤NPREC then
0.475 logTIMERES+7.700 logNTI + 0.709 logOM
else 0
CYAT losses Wet= if CPREC>NPREC then
0.524+0.207 logCPREC+0.246 logSALIN else 0
CYAT adjust = logCYAT0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 389
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(b) logHYD
Initial biomass of logHYD=0.3549
HYD gains Dry= if CPREC≤NPREC then
0.961 logTEMP+27.944 logNTI + 0.132 logTGM
+0.436 logZOST else 0
HYD gains Wet= if CPREC>NPREC then
1.240 logOM+0.399 logZOST else 0
HYD losses Dry= if CPREC≤NPREC then
0.372+9.474 logSUB else 0
HYD losses Wet=0.242
HYD adjust = logHYD
(c) logSPBIRD
Initial richness of logSPBIRD=1.2304
SPBIRD gains=4.073+0.070 logZOST
SPBIRD losses=0.140 logHYD+1.036 log PHOTPER
SPBIRD adjust = logSPBIRD
(d) logTBIRD
Initial richness of logTBIRD=3.3397
TBIRD gains=15.008
TBIRD losses=0.248 logTGM+4.201 log PHOTPER
TBIRD adjust = logTBIRD
(e) logTGM
Initial biomass of logTGM=0
TGM gains Dry= if CPREC<=NPREC then
2.911 log PHOTPER+0.894 logO2+7.155 logpH
+1.740 logNH4+0.855 logOM else 0
TGM gains Wet= if CPREC> NPREC then
0.567 logCPREC+4.957 log PHOTPER+0.885 logOM
else 0
TGM losses Dry= if CPREC<=NPREC then
15.646+0.410 logTIMERES+3.292 logNTA+0.252 logZOST
else 0
TGM losses Wet= if CPREC> NPREC then
15.443+0.185 logZOST else 0
TGM adjust = logTGM
(f) logZOST
Initial biomass of logZOST=0
ZOST gains Dry= if CPREC<=NPREC then
7.451 logpH+1.998 logOM else 0
ZOST gains Wet= if CPREC> NPREC then
16.003 logpH else 0
ZOST losses Dry= if CPREC<=NPREC then
6.658+19.424 logSUB+1.949 logNH4+0.482 logTGM
else 0
ZOST losses Wet= if CPREC> NPREC then
12.902+31.048 logSUB+27.152 logNTI + 0.538 logTGM
else 0
ZOST decay= if NH4>0.20 then
logZOST ramp(0.16)/48 else 0
ZOST adjust = logZOST
ing390 ecolog ical modell







logNTI = log(NTI + 1)
logO2= log(O2+1)
logOM= log(OM+1)














(0.00, 562), (1.00, 581), (2.00, 647), (3.00, 733), (4.00,
804), (5.00, 872), (6.00, 900), (7.00, 879), (8.00, 817),
(9.00, 735), (10.0, 666), (11.0, 597)
NPREC=GRAPH(month, mm)
(0.00, 138), (1.00, 139), (2.00, 88.0), (3.00, 91.0), (4.00,
78.0), (5.00, 51.0), (6.00, 15.0), (7.00, 13.0), (8.00,
47.0), (9.00, 97.0), (10.0, 128), (11.0, 129), (12.0, 138)
Validation CPREC=GRAPH(month, mm)
(0.00, 336), (1.00, 138), (2.00, 97.9), (3.00, 58.4), (4.00,
141), (5.00, 0.00), (6.00, 0.00), (7.00, 28.0), (8.00,
42.0), (9.00, 3.50), (10.0, 16.1), (11.0, 176), (12.0, 133)
Validation NH4=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 0.767), (1.00, 0.301), (2.00, 0.268), (3.00,
0.337), (4.00, 0.0924), (5.00, 0.218), (6.00, 0.282),
(7.00, 0.451), (8.00, 0.34), (9.00, 0.423), (10.0, 0.715),
(11.0, 0.311), (12.0, 0.602)
Validation NTA=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 1.07), (1.00, 0.612), (2.00, 0.015), (3.00, 0.006),
(4.00, 0.064), (5.00, 0.066), (6.00, 0.015), (7.00,
0.003), (8.00, 0.016), (9.00, 0.007), (10.0, 0.047),
(11.0, 0.147), (12.0, 0.125)
Validation NTI =GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 0.0152), (1.00, 0.0329), (2.00, 0.0293), (3.00,
0.0046), (4.00, 0.0137), (5.00, 0.0086), (6.00, 0.0071),
(7.00, 0.0053), (8.00, 0.0103), (9.00, 0.0187), (10.0,
0.026), (11.0, 0.0481), (12.0, 0.124)
Validation O2=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 10.6), (1.00, 11.5), (2.00, 12.6), (3.00, 13.6),
(4.00, 14.5), (5.00, 8.90), (6.00, 11.6), (7.00, 16.3),
(8.00, 13.0), (9.00, 13.7), (10.0, 13.4), (11.0, 5.50),
(12.0, 13.4)
Validation OM=GRAPH(month, %)2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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(0.00, 1.90), (1.00, 1.92), (2.00, 3.58), (3.00, 1.62),
(4.00, 1.85), (5.00, 2.52), (6.00, 2.20), (7.00, 1.45),
(8.00, 2.97), (9.00, 3.93), (10.0, 1.86), (11.0, 2.10),
(12.0, 3.73)
Validation P=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 0.077), (1.00, 0.0577), (2.00, 0.0188), (3.00,
0.0209), (4.00, 0.0174), (5.00, 0.013), (6.00, 0.0169),
(7.00, 0.0254), (8.00, 0.0169), (9.00, 0.0132), (10.0,
0.0096), (11.0, 0.0276), (12.0, 0.0453)
Validation pH=GRAPH(month, pH units)
(0.00, 8.48), (1.00, 8.77), (2.00, 8.43), (3.00, 9.41),
(4.00, 9.46), (5.00, 9.28), (6.00, 9.15), (7.00, 9.52),




(0.00, 578), (1.00, 640), (2.00, 732), (3.00, 807), (4.00,
867), (5.00, 902), (6.00, 890), (7.00, 825), (8.00, 734),
(9.00, 679), (10.0, 579), (11.0, 561), (12.0, 590)
Validation SALIN=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 2.33), (1.00, 1.50), (2.00, 18.3), (3.00, 20.3),
(4.00, 16.8), (5.00, 28.2), (6.00, 30.3), (7.00, 27.8),
(8.00, 24.7), (9.00, 28.0), (10.0, 25.3), (11.0, 5.80),
(12.0, 6.60)
Validation SILIC=GRAPH(month, mgL−1)
(0.00, 1.64), (1.00, 1.63), (2.00, 0.185), (3.00, 0.294),
(4.00, 0.349), (5.00, 0.344), (6.00, 0.244), (7.00, 0.21),
(8.00, 0.256), (9.00, 0.617), (10.0, 0.638), (11.0, 1.16),
(12.0, 2.20)
Validation TEMP=GRAPH(month, ◦C)
(0.00, 13.0), (1.00, 9.00), (2.00, 19.7), (3.00, 20.7),
(4.00, 21.0), (5.00, 23.0), (6.00, 22.0), (7.00, 20.0),
(8.00, 25.7), (9.00, 14.7), (10.0, 15.7), (11.0, 9.70),
(12.0, 8.10)
Other functions
CPREC= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM
CPREC else Validation CPREC
NH4= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM NH4
else Validation NH4
NTA= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM NTA
else Validation NTA
NTI= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM NTI
else Validation NTI
O2= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM O2 else
Validation O2
OM= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM OM
else Validation OM
P= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM P else
Validation P
Periodicity = time−12× int(time/12)
pH= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM pH else
Validation pH
PHOTPER= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM
PHOTPER else Validation PHOTPER
SALIN= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM
SALIN else Validation SALIN
g 2 1
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SILIC= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM SILIC
else Validation SILIC
TEMP= if Stochastic ON OFF=1 then RANDOM


















CPREC proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then CPREC Apr
else 0
CPREC proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then CPREC Aug
else 0
CPREC proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then CPREC Dec
else 0
CPREC proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then CPREC Feb
else 0
CPREC proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then CPREC Jan
else 0
CPREC proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then CPREC Jul else
0
CPREC proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then CPREC Jun
else 0
CPREC proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then CPREC Mar
else 0
CPREC proj May= if periodicity = 5 then CPREC May
else 0
CPREC proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then CPREC Nov
else 0
CPREC proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then CPREC Oct
else 0




NH4 Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Apr,DMaxNH4Apr) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Apr,WMaxNH4Apr)
NH4 Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Aug,DMaxNH4Aug) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Aug,WMaxNH4Aug)
NH4 Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Dec,DMaxNH4Dec) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Dec,WMaxNH4Dec)0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 391
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NH4 Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Feb,DMaxNH4Feb) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Feb,WMaxNH4Feb)
NH4 Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Jan,DMaxNH4Jan) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Jan,WMaxNH4Jan)
NH4 Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Jul,DMaxNH4Jul) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Jul,WMaxNH4Jul)
NH4 Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Jun,DMaxNH4Jun) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Jun,WMaxNH4Jun)
NH4 Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Mar,DMaxNH4Mar) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Mar,WMaxNH4Mar)
NH4 May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4May,DMaxNH4May) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4May,WMaxNH4May)
NH4 Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Nov,DMaxNH4Nov) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Nov,WMaxNH4Nov)
NH4 Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Oct,DMaxNH4Oct) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Oct,WMaxNH4Oct)
NH4 proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then NH4 Apr else 0
NH4 proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then NH4 Aug else 0
NH4 proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then NH4 Dec else 0
NH4 proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then NH4 Feb else 0
NH4 proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then NH4 Jan else 0
NH4 proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then NH4 Jul else 0
NH4 proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then NH4 Jun else 0
NH4 proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then NH4 Mar else 0
NH4 proj May= if periodicity = 5 then NH4 May else
0
NH4 proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then NH4 Nov else
0
NH4 proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then NH4 Oct else 0
NH4 proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then NH4 Sept else
0
NH4 Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNH4Sept,DMaxNH4Sept) else
RANDOM(WMinNH4Sept,WMaxNH4Sept)
NTA Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAApr,DMaxNTAApr) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAApr,WMaxNTAApr)
NTA Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAAug,DMaxNTAAug) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAAug,WMaxNTAAug)
NTA Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTADec,DMaxNTADec) else
RANDOM(WMinNTADec,WMaxNTADec)
NTA Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAFeb,DMaxNTAFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAFeb,WMaxNTAFeb)
NTA Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAJan,DMaxNTAJan) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAJan,WMaxNTAJan)
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NTA Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAJul,DMaxNTAJul) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAJul,WMaxNTAJul)
NTA Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAJun,DMaxNTAJun) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAJun,WMaxNTAJun)
NTA Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAMar,DMaxNTAMar) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAMar,WMaxNTAMar)
NTA May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAMay,DMaxNTAMay) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAMay,WMaxNTAMay)
NTA Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTANov,DMaxNTANov) else
RANDOM(WMinNTANov,WMaxNTANov)
NTA Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTAOct,DMaxNTAOct) else
RANDOM(WMinNTAOct,WMaxNTAOct)
NTA proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then NTA Apr else 0
NTA proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then NTA Aug else 0
NTA proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then NTA Dec else 0
NTA proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then NTA Feb else 0
NTA proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then NTA Jan else 0
NTA proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then NTA Jul else 0
NTA proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then NTA Jun else 0
NTA proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then NTA Mar else 0
NTA proj May= if periodicity = 5 then NTA May else
0
NTA proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then NTA Nov else
0
NTA proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then NTA Oct else 0
NTA proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then NTA Sept else
0
NTA Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTASept,DMaxNTASept) else
RANDOM(WMinNTASept,WMaxNTASept)
NTI Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIApr,DMaxNTIApr) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIApr,WMaxNTIApr)
NTI Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIAug,DMaxNTIAug) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIAug,WMaxNTIAug)
NTI Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIDec,DMaxNTIDec) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIDec,WMaxNTIDec)
NTI Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIFeb,DMaxNTIFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIFeb,WMaxNTIFeb)
NTI Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIJan,DMaxNTIJan) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIJan,WMaxNTIJan)
NTI Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIJul,DMaxNTIJul) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIJul,WMaxNTIJul)
NTI Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIJun,DMaxNTIJun) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIJun,WMaxNTIJun)2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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NTI Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIMar,DMaxNTIMar) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIMar,WMaxNTIMar)
NTI May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIMay,DMaxNTIMay) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIMay,WMaxNTIMay)
NTI Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTINov,DMaxNTINov) else
RANDOM(WMinNTINov,WMaxNTINov)
NTI Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTIOct,DMaxNTIOct) else
RANDOM(WMinNTIOct,WMaxNTIOct)
NTI proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then NTI Apr else 0
NTI proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then NTI Aug else 0
NTI proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then NTI Dec else 0
NTI proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then NTI Feb else 0
NTI proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then NTI Jan else 0
NTI proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then NTI Jul else 0
NTI proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then NTI Jun else 0
NTI proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then NTI Mar else 0
NTI proj May= if periodicity = 5 then NTI May else 0
NTI proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then NTI Nov else 0
NTI proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then NTI Oct else 0
NTI proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then NTI Sept else 0
NTI Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinNTISept,DMaxNTISept) else
RANDOM(WMinNTISept,WMaxNTISept)
O2 Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Apr,DMaxO2Apr) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Apr,WMaxO2Apr)
O2 Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Aug,DMaxO2Aug) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Aug,WMaxO2Aug)
O2 Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Dec,DMaxO2Dec) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Dec,WMaxO2Dec)
O2 Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Feb,DMaxO2Feb) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Feb,WMaxO2Feb)
O2 Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Jan,DMaxO2Jan) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Jan,WMaxO2Jan)
O2 Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Jul,DMaxO2Jul) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Jul,WMaxO2Jul)
O2 Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Jun,DMaxO2Jun) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Jun,WMaxO2Jun)
O2 Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Mar,DMaxO2Mar) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Mar,WMaxO2Mar)
O2 May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2May,DMaxO2May) else
RANDOM(WMinO2May,WMaxO2May)
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O2 Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Oct,DMaxO2Oct) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Oct,WMaxO2Oct)
O2 proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then O2 Apr else 0
O2 proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then O2 Aug else 0
O2 proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then O2 Dec else 0
O2 proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then O2 Jul else 0
O2 proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then O2 Jun else 0
O2 proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then O2 Mar else 0
O2 proj May= if periodicity = 5 then O2 May else 0
O2 proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then O2 Nov else 0
O2 proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then O2 Oct else 0
O2 proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then O2 Sept else 0
O2 Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinO2Sept,DMaxO2Sept) else
RANDOM(WMinO2Sept,WMaxO2Sept)
OM Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMApr,DMaxOMApr) else
RANDOM(WMinOMApr,WMaxOMApr)
OM Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMAug,DMaxOMAug) else
RANDOM(WMinOMAug,WMaxOMAug)
OM Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMDec,DMaxOMDec) else
RANDOM(WMinOMDec,WMaxOMDec)
OM Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMFeb,DMaxOMFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinOMFeb,WMaxOMFeb)
OM Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMJan,DMaxOMJan) else
RANDOM(WMinOMJan,WMaxOMJan)
OM Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMJul,DMaxOMJul) else
RANDOM(WMinOMJul,WMaxOMJul)
OM Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMJun,DMaxOMJun) else
RANDOM(WMinOMJun,WMaxOMJun)
OM Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMMar,DMaxOMMar) else
RANDOM(WMinOMMar,WMaxOMMar)
OM May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMMay,DMaxOMMay) else
RANDOM(WMinOMMay,WMaxOMMay)
OM Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMNov,DMaxOMNov) else
RANDOM(WMinOMNov,WMaxOMNov)
OM Oct= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMOct,DMaxOMOct) else
RANDOM(WMinOMOct,WMaxOMOct)
OM proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then OM Apr else 0
OM proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then OM Aug else 0
OM proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then OM Dec else 0
OM proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then OM Feb else 0
OM proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then OM Jan else 0
OM proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then OM Jul else 0
OM proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then OM Jun else 0
OM proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then OM Mar else 0
OM proj May= if periodicity = 5 then OM May else 00 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 393
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OM proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then OM Nov else 0
OM proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then OM Oct else 0
OM proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then OM Sept else 0
OM Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinOMSept,DMaxOMSept) else
RANDOM(WMinOMSept,WMaxOMSept)
pH Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHApr,DMaxpHApr) else
RANDOM(WMinpHApr,WMaxpHApr)
pH Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHAug,DMaxpHAug) else
RANDOM(WMinpHAug,WMaxpHAug)
pH Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHDec,DMaxpHDec) else
RANDOM(WMinpHDec,WMaxpHDec)
pH Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHFeb,DMaxpHFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinpHFeb,WMaxpHFeb)
pH Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHJan,DMaxpHJan) else
RANDOM(WMinpHJan,WMaxpHJan)
pH Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHJul,DMaxpHJul) else
RANDOM(WMinpHJul,WMaxpHJul)
pH Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHJun,DMaxpHJun) else
RANDOM(WMinpHJun,WMaxpHJun)
pH Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHMar,DMaxpHMar) else
RANDOM(WMinpHMar,WMaxpHMar)
pH May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHMay,DMaxpHMay) else
RANDOM(WMinpHMay,WMaxpHMay)
pH Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHNov,DMaxpHNov) else
RANDOM(WMinpHNov,WMaxpHNov)
pH Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinpHOct,DMaxpHOct) else
RANDOM(WMinpHOct,WMaxpHOct)
pH proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then pH Apr else 0
pH proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then pH Aug else 0
pH proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then pH Dec else 0
pH proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then pH Feb else 0
pH proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then pH Jan else 0
pH proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then pH Jul else 0
pH proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then pH Jun else 0
pH proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then pH Mar else 0
pH proj May= if periodicity = 5 then pH May else 0
pH proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then pH Nov else 0
pH proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then pH Oct else 0
pH proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then pH Sept else 0
pH Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
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P Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPAug,DMaxPAug) else
RANDOM(WMinPAug,WMaxPAug)
P Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPDec,DMaxPDec) else
RANDOM(WMinPDec,WMaxPDec)
P Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPFeb,DMaxPFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinPFeb,WMaxPFeb)
P Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPJan,DMaxPJan) else
RANDOM(WMinPJan,WMaxPJan)
P Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPJul,DMaxPJul) else
RANDOM(WMinPJul,WMaxPJul)
P Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPJun,DMaxPJun) else
RANDOM(WMinPJun,WMaxPJun)
P Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPMar,DMaxPMar) else
RANDOM(WMinPMar,WMaxPMar)
P May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPMay,DMaxPMay) else
RANDOM(WMinPMay,WMaxPMay)
P Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPNov,DMaxPNov) else
RANDOM(WMinPNov,WMaxPNov)
P Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPOct,DMaxPOct) else
RANDOM(WMinPOct,WMaxPOct)
P proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then P Apr else 0
P proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then P Aug else 0
P proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then P Dec else 0
P proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then P Feb else 0
P proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then P Jan else 0
P proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then P Jul else 0
P proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then P Jun else 0
P proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then P Mar else 0
P proj May= if periodicity = 5 then P May else 0
P proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then P Nov else 0
P proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then P Oct else 0
P proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then P Sept else 0
P Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinPSept,DMaxPSept) else
RANDOM(WMinPSept,WMaxPSept)
RANDOM CPREC=CPREC proj Dec+CPREC proj
Jan+CPREC proj Feb+CPREC proj Mar+CPREC
proj Apr+CPREC proj May+CPREC proj
Jun+CPREC proj Jul +CPREC proj Aug+CPREC proj
Sept +CPREC proj Oct +CPREC proj Nov
RANDOM NH4=NH4 proj Dec+NH4 proj Jan+NH4
proj Feb+NH4 proj Mar+NH4 proj Apr+NH4 proj
May+NH4 proj Jun+NH4 proj Jul +NH4 proj
Aug+NH4 proj Sept +NH4 proj Oct +NH4 proj NovRANDOM NTA=NTA proj Dec+NTA proj Jan+NTA
proj Feb+NTA proj Mar+NTA proj Apr+NTA proj
May+NTA proj Jun+NTA proj Jul +NTA proj
Aug+NTA proj Sept +NTA proj Oct +NTA proj Nov2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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RANDOM NTI=NTI proj Dec+NTI proj Jan+NTI
proj Feb+NTI proj Mar+NTI proj Apr+NTI proj
May+NTI proj Jun+NTI proj Jul +NTI proj
Aug+NTI proj Sept +NTI proj Oct +NTI proj Nov
RANDOM O2=O2 proj Dec+O2 proj Jan+O2 proj
Feb+O2 proj Mar+O2 proj Apr+O2 proj May+O2
proj Jun+O2 proj Jul +O2 proj Aug+O2 proj
Sept +O2 proj Oct +O2 proj Nov
RANDOM OM=OM proj Dec+OM proj Jan+OM proj
Feb+OM proj Mar+OM proj Apr+OM proj
May+OM proj Jun+OM proj Jul +OM proj
Aug+OM proj Sept +OM proj Oct +OM proj Nov
RANDOM P=P proj Dec+P proj Jan+P proj Feb+P
proj Mar+P proj Apr+P proj May+P proj Jun+P
proj Jul + P proj Aug+P proj Sept +P proj Oct +P
proj Nov
RANDOM pH=pH proj Dec+pH proj Jan+pH proj
Feb+pH proj Mar+pH proj Apr+pH proj May+pH
proj Jun+pH proj Jul +pH proj Aug+pH proj
Sept +pH proj Oct +pH proj Nov
RANDOM PHOTPER=PHOTPER proj Dec+PHOTPER
proj Jan+PHOTPER proj Feb+PHOTPER proj
Mar+PHOTPER proj Apr+PHOTPER proj
May+PHOTPER proj Jun+PHOTPER proj
Jul + PHOTPER proj Aug+PHOTPER proj
Sept +PHOTPER proj Oct +PHOTPER proj Nov
RANDOM SALIN=SALIN proj Dec+SALIN proj
Jan+SALIN proj Feb+SALIN proj Mar+SALIN proj
Apr+SALIN proj May+SALIN proj Jun+SALIN
proj Jul + SALIN proj Aug+SALIN proj
Sept +SALIN proj Oct +SALIN proj Nov
RANDOM SILIC=SILIC proj Dec+SILIC proj
Jan+SILIC proj Feb+SILIC proj Mar+SILIC proj
Apr+SILIC proj May+SILIC proj Jun+SILIC proj
Jul + SILIC proj Aug+SILIC proj Sept +SILIC proj
Oct +SILIC proj Nov
RANDOM TEMP=TEMP proj Dec+TEMP proj
Jan+TEMP proj Feb+TEMP proj Mar+TEMP proj
Apr+TEMP proj May+TEMP proj Jun+TEMP proj
Jul +TEMP proj Aug+TEMP proj Sept +TEMP proj
Oct +TEMP proj Nov
SALIN Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINApr,DMaxSALINApr) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINApr,WMaxSALINApr)
SALIN Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINAug,DMaxSALINAug) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINAug,WMaxSALINAug)
SALIN Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINDec,DMaxSALINDec) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINDec,WMaxSALINDec)
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SALIN Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINJul,DMaxSALINJul) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINJul,WMaxSALINJul)
SALIN Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINJun,DMaxSALINJun) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINJun,WMaxSALINJun)
SALIN Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINMar,DMaxSALINMar) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINMar,WMaxSALINMar)
SALIN May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINMay,DMaxSALINMay) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINMay,WMaxSALINMay)
SALIN Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINNov,DMaxSALINNov) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINNov,WMaxSALINNov)
SALIN Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINOct,DMaxSALINOct) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINOct,WMaxSALINOct)
SALIN proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then SALIN Apr
else 0
SALIN proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then SALIN Aug
else 0
SALIN proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then SALIN Dec
else 0
SALIN proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then SALIN Feb
else 0
SALIN proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then SALIN Jan
else 0
SALIN proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then SALIN Jul else
0
SALIN proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then SALIN Jun
else 0
SALIN proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then SALIN Mar
else 0
SALIN proj May= if periodicity = 5 then SALIN May
else 0
SALIN proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then SALIN Nov
else 0
SALIN proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then SALIN Oct
else 0
SALIN proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then SALIN Sept
else 0
SALIN Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSALINSept,DMaxSALINSept) else
RANDOM(WMinSALINSept,WMaxSALINSept)
SILIC Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICApr,DMaxSILICApr) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICApr,WMaxSILICApr)
SILIC Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICAug,DMaxSILICAug) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICAug,WMaxSILICAug)
SILIC Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICDec,DMaxSILICDec) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICDec,WMaxSILICDec)
SILIC Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICFeb,DMaxSILICFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICFeb,WMaxSILICFeb)0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 395
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SILIC Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICJan,DMaxSILICJan) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICJan,WMaxSILICJan)
SILIC Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICJul,DMaxSILICJul) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICJul,WMaxSILICJul)
SILIC Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICJun,DMaxSILICJun) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICJun,WMaxSILICJun)
SILIC Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICMar,DMaxSILICMar) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICMar,WMaxSILICMar)
SILIC May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICMay,DMaxSILICMay) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICMay,WMaxSILICMay)
SILIC Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICNov,DMaxSILICNov) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICNov,WMaxSILICNov)
SILIC Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICOct,DMaxSILICOct) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICOct,WMaxSILICOct)
SILIC proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then SILIC Apr else
0
SILIC proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then SILIC Aug else
0
SILIC proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then SILIC Dec else
0
SILIC proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then SILIC Feb else
0
SILIC proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then SILIC Jan else 0
SILIC proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then SILIC Jul else 0
SILIC proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then SILIC Jun else 0
SILIC proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then SILIC Mar else
0
SILIC proj May= if periodicity = 5 then SILIC May
else 0
SILIC proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then SILIC Nov
else 0
SILIC proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then SILIC Oct else
0
SILIC proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then SILIC Sept
else 0
SILIC Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinSILICSept,DMaxSILICSept) else
RANDOM(WMinSILICSept,WMaxSILICSept)
TEMP Apr= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPApr,DMaxTEMPApr) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPApr,WMaxTEMPApr)
TEMP Aug= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPAug,DMaxTEMPAug) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPAug,WMaxTEMPAug)
TEMP Dec= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPDec,DMaxTEMPDec) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPDec,WMaxTEMPDec)
TEMP Feb= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPFeb,DMaxTEMPFeb) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPFeb,WMaxTEMPFeb)
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TEMP Jan= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPJan,DMaxTEMPJan) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPJan,WMaxTEMPJan)
TEMP Jul = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPJul,DMaxTEMPJul) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPJul,WMaxTEMPJul)
TEMP Jun= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPJun,DMaxTEMPJun) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPJun,WMaxTEMPJun)
TEMP Mar= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPMar,DMaxTEMPMar) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPMar,WMaxTEMPMar)
TEMP May= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPMay,DMaxTEMPMay) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPMay,WMaxTEMPMay)
TEMP Nov= if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPNov,DMaxTEMPNov) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPNov,WMaxTEMPNov)
TEMP Oct = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPOct,DMaxTEMPOct) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPOct,WMaxTEMPOct)
TEMP proj Apr= if periodicity = 4 then TEMP Apr
else 0
TEMP proj Aug= if periodicity = 8 then TEMP Aug
else 0
TEMP proj Dec= if periodicity = 0 then TEMP Dec
else 0
TEMP proj Feb= if periodicity = 2 then TEMP Feb else
0
TEMP proj Jan= if periodicity = 1 then TEMP Jan else
0
TEMP proj Jul = if periodicity = 7 then TEMP Jul else 0
TEMP proj Jun= if periodicity = 6 then TEMP Jun else
0
TEMP proj Mar= if periodicity = 3 then TEMP Mar
else 0
TEMP proj May= if periodicity = 5 then TEMP May
else 0
TEMP proj Nov= if periodicity = 11 then TEMP Nov
else 0
TEMP proj Oct = if periodicity = 10 then TEMP Oct
else 0
TEMP proj Sept = if periodicity = 9 then TEMP Sept
else 0
TEMP Sept = if RANDOM CPREC≤NPREC then
RANDOM(DMinTEMPSept,DMaxTEMPSept) else
RANDOM(WMinTEMPSept,WMaxTEMPSept)
IntTIMERES= if CPREC≤NPREC then DIntTIMERES
else WTIMERES
MaxTIMERES= if CPREC≤NPREC then
DMaxTIMERES else WTIMERES
MinTIMERES= if CPREC≤NPREC then
DMinTIMERES else WTIMERESTIMERES=TIMERES proj Min+TIMERES proj
Int +TIMERES proj Max
TIMERES proj Int = if periodicity = 9 then
IntTIMERES else 02 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
Appendix A (Continued )
TIMERES proj Max= if periodicity>=0 and
Periodicity<=5 or Periodicity>=10 then
MaxTIMERES else 0
TIMERES proj Min= if Periodicity > 5 and
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WMaxNTAJul = 0.0210 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 397
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DMaxOMApr=6.772 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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DMinpHMay=8.180 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402 399
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WMinSILICFeb=0.3182 1 0 ( 2 0 0 8 ) 377–402
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